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Welcome to program 3 in the series:  
7 anger fighter skills for couples - a practical skill-building program to keep anger from 
jeopardizing your marriage or relationship. 

Written by Dr. Tony Fiore, psychologist, marriage therapist and anger management 
expert. This audio series was developed by Dr Fiore to serve as a resource for partners 
struggling with anger issues. It can be used as a supplement for people in anger 
management programs or couples therapy, or as a stand-alone self-help resource for 
couples not currently in therapy. 



Anger Fighter Skill #3 
Chose to be Kind Instead of Needing to be Right

This skill is the remedy to one or both partners being overly critical toward each other 
creating tension, anger and resentment in the relationship or marriage. 

EXAMPLE 

Paul was a 40 year old successful architect who came for anger management 
consultation at the insistence of his wife due to a recent blowup between them.

Paul, a pleasant fellow, began the session with me by saying “I am a real a**hole 
sometimes but I can’t help it.” 

Continuing, he said “We just moved into a new house. My wife said she would paint 
the bedroom. She did what I thought was a crappy job and I blew up.” 

“I couldn’t let it go, even though everybody else said the bedroom looked fine. I 
don’t understand why she just can’t do it right the first time like I would. Why do I 
have to accept incompetency from her?”



 
Marital conflict often clash between two “rights” 
How can this be? Isn’t there clearly a “right” and a “wrong” answer or solution to 
marital fights, disagreements or conflicts? Isn’t there clearly a “right” and a “wrong” 
way to do things to make a successful marriage or relationship? How can both partners 
be “right” at the same time? To answer these perplexing questions, we need to 
introduce a concept called “theory of mind.” 

Theory of mind  is the ability to attribute mental states—beliefs, intents, desires, 
pretending, knowledge, etc.—to oneself, and to others, and to understand that others 
have beliefs, desires, intentions, and perspectives that are different from one’s own.

Often couples fight because they fail to understand that their partner may see things 
differently – not because they are wrong, stupid, misguided or purposely being difficult, 
but because they don’t have a well developed theory of mind that takes into account 
that their partners may have different perspectives which are equally as valid, but 
different, because of different life experiences, different backgrounds, or different 
genetics. 

Wow! Can you imagine trying to win an argument with that guy? 

Sandra, age 45, requested anger management consultation because she resented 
her husband keeping in touch once a year by text with an old flame of his. 

He wasn’t hiding it and he refused to stop because he considered her a good 
friend. She couldn’t give it up, constantly berated him about it. Otherwise, she 
considered him a very good husband and father. 

She was absolutely insistent that she was right in seeing this as inappropriate 
behavior on the part of her husband.

An extreme example of lack of adequately developed theory of mind 
Therapist asked both husband and wife in session what the color is of the 
lampshade in front of them:

Husband response: The Lampshade is Yellow

Wife response: The Lampshade is Beige

Therapist to Husband: Why did your wife say the lampshade was beige?

Husband Response: Because she was lying. 



Getting back to more reasonable people, you will remember our friend Paul, in the first 
case example, who was upset with his wife because of a “crappy” paint job. He told 
himself that was obviously the truth, as anybody could plainly see. His wife, however, 
saw things differently. She thought the paint job was “just fine” considering it was the 
children’s room and didn’t need to be “perfect.”

With most martial conflicts, “right” is a point of view-not an absolute.  
So, who was right? There is no answer to this, as you may have guessed by now. This is 
the case with many marital arguments. Let’s repeat: There is no definite “right” answer 
to many marital disputes. Showing anger by constantly criticizing our partner over their 
way of doing things or seeing things is a formula for disaster for many reasons including 
loss of friendship between you. 

Sandra, in example 2 cited earlier, was livid that her husband wouldn’t give up his once 
a year contact with his ex flame of 20 years ago. A power struggle ensued. Neither 
would give in. They were at a stand-off. Both were right in how each of them saw 
things, but neither was willing to have a deep conversation around how the other saw 
and felt about it. Insistence on our partner accepting our “right” as “the truth” leads to 
perpetual conflict instead of conflict resolution. 



Tips for overly critical partner 
If You are the overly critical person, focus on being kind instead of being right, here are 
some tips to do that: 

See your partner as a friend. Remember, he/she must remain your friend to make a 
marriage work. In the words of famous philosopher Friedrich Nietzche: “It is not lack of 
love, but a lack of friendship that makes unhappy marriages.”

 1. Before you criticize too much, remember that there is a human being on the 
  other end of that criticism who has feelings. Be kind. Ask yourself how the 
  criticism will affect them and the relationship itself. Will it weaken the friendship  
  between you? If so, is the criticism worth it? Will it over time weaken trust or their  
  sense of feeling safe with you? If you shoot an arrow, ask yourself if it will just hit  
  the bulls eye or will it destroy the whole target? 

 2. Broaden your perspective of your partner in context of whatever is bothering  
  you about their specific behavior. In our example of Paul, the therapist asked him  
  how good of a wife he thought she was when she wasn’t painting walls. He  
  said she was fantastic as a wife, mother, partner and lover. He immediately  
  smiled with recognition when he realized how ridiculous it was to fault her for  
  such a small thing in the context of what a great wife she was otherwise. 

 3. Pay more attention to HOW you deliver a complaint or criticism that you deem  
  is justified (as it sometimes is). Watch especially your Voice Qualities (called  
  Prosody) that convey mountains of subtle messages, meanings and judgements  
  with just slight variations of volume, pitch, rhythm, and intonation. Overly sensitive  
  or defensive partners will have their radar on to detect disapproval from you  
  which may trigger push-back from them.

 4. Use a softer start-up to deliver your complaint. Again, be kind and remember  
  that your long-term goal should be to preserve the friendship. If you have an  
  issue, stick to the issue without involving the character of your partner. For  
  instance, say it bothers you sometimes that the house is not clean instead of  
  saying that the house is dirty because they are lazy. 

 5. Practice changing your self-talk and thoughts about expectations and being 
  too judgmental. Remind yourself that your perception of things is just that – which  
  may or may not be the ultimate or ONLY truth. Remind yourself that there are  
  various ways of looking at marital issues and your way is only a perspective!  
  Respect the right of your partner to have their perspective too. 

 6. Make sure that your criticism is reality based instead of born out of insecurity  
  or misinformation on your part. Criticizing someone unjustly for things they are not  
  doing is a sure way to eventually drive your partner away. Be careful not to  
  create a self-fulfilling prophecy - like constantly accusing your innocent  
  partner of being unfaithful until they finally do betray you in some way because  
  they desperately need emotional connection with someone. 



 
What the partner of an excessively critical person can do 
Living with a highly critical or unfairly critical partner can be a real challenge. The first 
step is to listen to what they are saying with an open mind- after all, they may have a 
point and you should try not to be defensive about their criticism.

If, for instance, they criticize because you don’t help enough around the house, take 
this the criticism seriously and, if true, help out more. If, as another example, they 
criticize because you have lost all interest in sexual intimacy, again listen and try to 
come to a solution. 

What you should NOT DO 
But, if the criticism is unfair or untrue, or based on the past which can’t be changed, 
you need a different strategy to deal with it. Arguing with logic, statistics, or evidence 
often won’t work. Fighting back with your own criticisms or arguing that what they do is 
worse (or equal) to what you do often just makes things worse. 



What you SHOULD do  
Instead, try simply sharing how what they are unjustly criticizing you for MAKES YOU FEEL, 
without arguing your case at all.

Here are some common examples taken from actual case scenarios:

When you constantly criticize me, it makes me feel very badly about myself and angry 
toward you. 

When you accuse me of things I didn’t do, it makes me lose love feelings for you.

When you constantly critically yell at me it makes me not emotionally trust you and I 
pull away.

I feel like I am constantly walking on eggshells around you.

I worry about how your constant criticism of me will affect our children who hear it all.

I feel sad when I try so hard to please you, but nothing is good enough.

I ask myself: “is there ANYTHING you like about me?

I feel hopeless in continuing to try to make our marriage work when nothing I do 
seems to make a difference to you or how you treat me.

This was the third program in a series of 7 Anger Fighter Audio Programs for Couples  
available at fiorecouplescounseling.com/angerfighters. 

Important points to think about 
Anger due to excessive criticism in a relationship can be extremely destructive. The 
remedy is for the critical partner to learn to be kinder and change perspective and 
expectations rather than to be invested in always needing to be right. Their partner 
can also better cope by reacting differently – instead of arguing or defending, a 
strategy of sharing feelings often works much better.


